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EVA STAMPAGGI Srl, with its 30 years of business, 35 employees, 10,000 m2 of manufacturing area and an annual 
production of approximately 30,000 pieces, is the ideal partner for the design, industrialisation and production of 
articles in moulded plastic using rotational technology.  

EVA STAMPAGGI Srl is part of a consolidated group of engineering companies, working in the energy and technical 
lighting industry. Located between the sea of Venice and the Dolomites of Cortina it has, for more than 10 years, been 
producing design solutions combined with rotational moulding of articles in polyethylene.  

EVA STAMPAGGI Srl not only has machinery for rotational moulding but also a fully equipped workshop, including: a 
laser cutting station, punch presses, manual / automatic presses and press brakes; this allows our company to develop 
the moulds and parts required to complete your rotationally moulded articles; with the further possibility, once 
moulded, of assembling them on our assembly line so we can supply you with a finished and packaged article, ready to 
be sold to your customer.  

EVA STAMPAGGI Srl is the ideal partner for those companies that want to develop and produce new articles as, thanks 
to the consolidated experience of our technicians and designers we collaborate to create plastic products that are 
reliable and high performance, conceived to increase the value of any type of application, whether the focus is on high 
quality or on obtaining the greatest savings. 

 


